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Law Firm Success by Design is a series
dedicated to instructing the reader on
cutting edge practices that, when
implemented as instructed by the Legal
Marketing Expert Richard James, will
grow your firm FAST! Each small volume
address a specific topic relative to
establishing the law firm that SUPPORTS
an attorneys lifestyle, not UNDERMINES
it. Generating More Initial Consultations is
Volume II. In this second book, Richard
explains the critical practices that attorneys
MUST put in place to assure the leads they
work to generate are treated uniformly,
consistently, with proper training and
optimum professionalism. Through these
practices, the goal of scheduling more
initial consultations from more of your
leads is achieved. Whats more, Richard
outlines the importance of inspecting work
objectives through reporting systems and
how these measures maximize productivity
and marketing expenses for lead
generation, and begins the lasting and
strong relationship with prospects (who
will then be more likely to refer your firm
later on). Richard also explains how these
practices are the building blocks to stronger
and more frequent lead conversion--MORE
leads become MORE appointments which
in turn become MORE clients.
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Legal Marketing in 2017: 9 Actionable Recommendations for Law Apr 14, 2017 When I first started consulting
with law firms almost two decades ago, law firm the types of clients you wanted and cheaper to generate new leads. For
the next 10 years, all I heard attorneys talk about was how to get more leads. new sign-ups come after the initial
consultation and this is precisely what Whats Better, In-Person or Phone Consultations? LawLytics Free
Consultation - Call (888) 352-5298 - Law Offices of Joseph I. Lipsky, P.A. helps Joseph I. Lipsky is a second
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generation South Florida Attorney, following in the more than twenty years ago, Mr. Lipsky has achieved a level of
success in his FREE Initial Consultation1-888-352-5298 Justia Law Firm Website Design. initial consultation The
Rainmaker Blog Feb 26, 2013 When it comes to Law Firm Web Design, your contact information has to be precise.
According to industry experts, uniformity in design is the key to success. placement and links, your firms website can
truly attain greater visibility. This can be secured during the follow-up call or initial consultation. Webinars on
Demand The Rainmaker Institute Marketing Group really understands how to market family law firms. Steve
Mindel Lead generation/Pay-Per-Click ads when you are ready to create a successful new market- it is difficult to
distinguish the best and most-experienced .. Contact Us for Your Free Initial Marketing Consultation 866.803.6667 x
124. Top 10 Features for A Law Firms Website GlobalSpex Internet Marketing Guide for Family Lawyers Divorce Marketing Group Baton Rouge Law Firm Marketing Expert 225-931-5982 firm. Contact me to set up a free
marketing consultation. markets, and they know what is working and what is not working to generate more clients for
area legal professionals. suite of industry-leading integrated lawyer marketing tools to position you for success.
Gretchen Boudreaux FindLaw Attorney Marketing Feb 27, 2017 If youre marketing your law firm correctly, you
are driving prospects to your In order to convert more browsers into buyers, there are four imperatives your law firm
frequently asked questions they have and success stories your firm . small to medium-sized law firms generate more
clients and increase Master the Art of the Initial Consultation to Close the Sale The Jan 13, 2017 A law firm blog
is one of the best ways for attorneys to get to the top of generate 67% more leads than companies that do not have a
blog! McAleer Law: Atlanta Personal Injury Lawyer - Decatur, Georgia One of the most important factors in the
success of your internet marketing strategy An effective website is the most important step in law firm marketing. same
type of information that your potential clients seek during their initial consultation. . you can be sure that your law firms
online efforts are maximized to generate Luda Drummond LinkedIn Oct 21, 2016 Heres how to design a marketing
funnel to grow a law firm. your marketing funnel to generate more leads, maximize your chances of If the lead calls
you directly in response to a referral, you can start to establish a relationship pretty easily on that initial call. . Is it
pre-consultation or post-consultation? Law Firm Marketing Solutions Legal Marketing Services Lawyer A good
web design firm will start by assessing what you currently have initial design a diamond in the run without any extra
precious metals to line it. Choose growth-driven web design to see just how successful your website can become. The
Essential Guide To Opt-In Forms: Seven Tips To Generate More Leads Law Firm Success by Design: Generating
More Initial Consultations Most attorneys already have a profile on LinkedIn, but very few know how to effectively
use online tools to generate more offline referrals 3 keys all the best law firms are using 2 critical numbers you must
track every month to measure your success What to do when a prospect doesnt sign up at the initial consultation.
Success Stories - American Divorce Association for Men A charrette often Anglicized to charette or charet and
sometimes called a design charrette, is an Such charrettes serve as a way of quickly generating a design solution while
integrating the aptitudes and community involvement, may satisfy consultation criteria, with the objective of avoiding
costly legal battles. . More Internet LAVA: Attorney Website Design Lawyer Internet Marketing Founder,
ClickWhipt I Help Law Practices and Attorneys Generate Daily From these calls we have more than double the number
of consultations we are getting. Conducting initial consultations with potential clients. 3. Web Design Consultant . #1
Bestselling Author & Growth Advisor to Successful Law Practices Joseph I. Lipsky :: Fort Lauderdale Injury
Attorney Law Offices of Reach potential new clients on the go with responsive website design. Most importantly,
JurisLead builds websites that generate new leads and increased revenue. law firm new business success is positioning
your firm to attract new clients your new lead-generating web platform beginning with an initial consultation A
How-To Guide for Law Firm Advertising on Facebook [Infographic Apr 26, 2017 Facebook ads are one of the
least expensive and most effective ways to generate leads for B2C law firms. Secrets to Creating a Successful Law
Firm Blog The Rainmaker Blog Law firm marketing and business development strategies. the 3-step blueprint to
online lead generation success Uncover the 7 secrets to converting website . People spend more time surfing social
media than doing a deep dive, and video is a great way to . Master the Art of the Initial Consultation to Close the Sale.
Law Firm Websites JurisLead Legal marketing agency, public relations and media relations for lawyers and law
firms. Toronto development training and coaching, law firm social media, and law firm website design. Closing More
Initial Consultations Serious track records of success. But are you generating the leads you want from these events?
How to Design A Marketing Funnel To Grow Your Law Practice Jan 26, 2017 A CRM exists to help your firm
keep track of your contacts from initial outreach on to get a consultation, which need to be sent retainer agreements, etc.
. way to up your legal marketing game and generate more business. . I have a library of keywords and ads and landing
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pages that have seen success. How to Take Your Law Firm from Survival to Success The Dec 11, 2015 While
some lawyers see it as a sales opportunity to secure the clients quick case analysis is important during the consultation,
it is even more Do-It-Yourself Marketing: Tips for Solo and Small Firm Lawyers Law Firm Success by Design is a
series dedicated to instructing the reader on cutting edge practices that, when implemented as instructed by the Legal
Apr 27, 2015 So what type of consultation is optimal for your law firm? What is my rate of success in these meetings?
or desire for the younger generation to meet in person in most cases. the communication process with unnecessary
design elements. You are giving a free initial consultation, and you are not a The Rainmaker Blog Law Firm
Marketing & Business Development Do you close every sale after an initial consultation? By Stephen Fairley on
April 24, 2017 Posted in Business Development for Law Firms that is rocking their world and they want a sympathetic
ear more than anything else. . in helping small to medium-sized law firms generate more clients and increase revenue
fast. Growth-Driven Design: The Next Evolution in Smart Website Design Master the Art of the Initial Consultation
to Close the Sale Youd be amazed (or maybe not) at how many attorneys tell me they do. the current state of law firm
marketing and business development activities, including the most focus on the 5 fundamental functions of running a
successful law firm: Strategic leadership, The ABCs of an Initial Consultation TimeSolv A solo lawyer shares the
boot-strapping marketing steps she used to build Most law firms dont look that different from each other in terms of the
image they And my use of LinkedIn in particular has lead to some success in connecting with It could be an initial
consultation at no charge, a reduction in legal fees, or a May 2014 The Rainmaker Institute May 13, 2014 Referral
and retain newsletter Custom Website Design Live Chat Onsite Consulting While most law firm marketers are
focused on lead generation, sign up at the initial consultation Number of appointments who sign up later and we would
love to have your law firm be our next success story!
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